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Linear motion 
Deals with motion in a straight line 
 
Terminologies  
Distance(x) is the length between two points. 
The SI unit is metres (m) 
 
Displacement(x) is the length between two points in a specified direction. 
The SI unit is metres (m) 
 

Differences between distance and displacement 

                           Distance                            Displacement 

Is the length between two points. Is the length between two points in a specified 

direction. 

Is a scalar quantity. Is a vector quantity. 

 

Speed  
Speed is the rate of change of distance. 
It is a scalar quantity because it has only magnitude but no direction 
 

        Speed= 
Distance(m)

Time(s)
 

                   =
m

s
 = ms-1 

So the SI unit of speed is ms-1.  
Other units include: cms-1, kmh-1, mms-1, etc. 
 
Changing cms-1 to ms-1 

1cm = 
1m

100
 .    

But 1cms-1= 
1cm

1s
 =

1m

100
 x 1s-1. 

   

So 1cms-1 = 
1

100
 ms-1 
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Example: Change 800cms-1 to ms-1 

 

 800cms-1 =
𝟖𝟎𝟎

𝟏𝟎𝟎
 = 8ms-1 

 
Changing kmh-1 to ms-1 

 

1 kmh-1 =
1km

1h
 = 

1000m

(60x60)s
 = 

1000

3600
 ms-1 

 
Example 1 
Change 72kmh-1to ms-1 

1 kmh-1 =
1000

3600
 ms-1 

72 kmh-1 =72 x 
1000

3600
 ms-1 = 20ms-1 

 

Note:  If the distance which a body covers is not the same at every interval of time then the term 

average speed is applied. 

 

Average speed = 
𝐓𝐨𝐭𝐚𝐥 𝐝𝐢𝐬𝐭𝐚𝐧𝐜𝐞 𝐭𝐫𝐚𝐯𝐞𝐥𝐥𝐞𝐝

𝐓𝐢𝐦𝐞 𝐭𝐚𝐤𝐞𝐧
 

 

Example 2 

Find the average speed of the car which travels 400m in 80s. 

 

Average speed = 
𝐓𝐨𝐭𝐚𝐥 𝐝𝐢𝐬𝐭𝐚𝐧𝐜𝐞 𝐭𝐫𝐚𝐯𝐞𝐥𝐥𝐞𝐝

𝐓𝐢𝐦𝐞 𝐭𝐚𝐤𝐞𝐧
  = 

𝟒𝟎𝟎𝐦

𝟖𝟎𝐬
 =5ms-1 

 
Example 3 
A car moving along a straight road through towns X, Y and Z. If the car maintains an average speed of 
50kmh-1 between town X and Y which are 0.6km apart and maintains 72kmh-1 between town Y and Z 
which are 0.9km apart find 
(a) time taken for the car to move from town X to Z 
(b) the average speed of the car in ms-1between town X and Z 
  

Solution 

Using   Average speed = 
 𝐝𝐢𝐬𝐭𝐚𝐧𝐜𝐞 𝐭𝐫𝐚𝐯𝐞𝐥𝐥𝐞𝐝

𝐓𝐢𝐦𝐞 𝐭𝐚𝐤𝐞𝐧
 

For X and Y                                       For Y and Z 

 

  Time taken = 
𝟎.𝟔

𝟓𝟎
 = 0.012h 

 

Time taken =
𝟎.𝟗

𝟕𝟐
 = 0.0125h 

Total time for the car to move from X to Z = 0.012 + 0.0125 =0.0245s. 
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Total distance = 0.9 + 0.6 = 1.5km 
 

Using   Average speed between X and Z = 
 𝐝𝐢𝐬𝐭𝐚𝐧𝐜𝐞 𝐭𝐫𝐚𝐯𝐞𝐥𝐥𝐞𝐝

𝐓𝐢𝐦𝐞 𝐭𝐚𝐤𝐞𝐧
=

𝟏.𝟓𝐤𝐦

𝟎.𝟎𝟐𝟒𝟓𝐡
 =61.2kmh-1. 

                  1kmh-1 =
𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎

𝟑𝟔𝟎𝟎
 ms-1 

 61.2kmh-1 = 61.2 x 
𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎

𝟑𝟔𝟎𝟎
 ms-1 =17ms-1. 

 

Velocity  
It is the rate of change of displacement.  
It is a vector quantity since it has both magnitude and direction 
 

Velocity = 
𝐝𝐢𝐬𝐩𝐥𝐚𝐜𝐞𝐦𝐞𝐧𝐭(𝐦)

𝐭𝐢𝐦𝐞 𝐭𝐚𝐤𝐞𝐧(𝐬)
 

The SI units of velocity is m/s or m𝐬-𝟏 
Velocity is a vector quantity 
 
Difference between velocity and speed 

Velocity speed 

is the rate of change of displacement. is the rate of change of displacement 

is a vector quantity. is a scalar quantity. 

 
Types of velocities 

(a) Initial velocity “u” is the velocity with which a body starts motion in a given time interval.  
Note:  
1. For a body starting from rest, the initial velocity “u” must be zero i.e. u= 0ms-1. 
2. For anybody starting motion means that the body is starting from rest u= 0ms-1 
3. For a body travelling with a certain velocity, X, the initial velocity for such a body will be that 

certain velocity x so, u=X e.g. A car travelling at 20ms-1, has u=20ms-1. 

(b) Final velocity: "v" is the velocity with which a body ends motion for a given time interval. 
Note: If a body is brought to rest, then the final velocity is zero i.e., v = 0ms-1. 

 
The units of velocity must either be ms-1 or kmh-1 or cms-1. 

 

Acceleration (a) is the rate of change in velocity with time. 

 

Acceleration =
𝐜𝐡𝐚𝐧𝐠𝐞 𝐢𝐧 𝐯𝐞𝐥𝐨𝐜𝐢𝐭𝐲

𝐭𝐢𝐦𝐞 𝐭𝐚𝐤𝐞𝐧
 

 

Change in Velocity = Final velocity (v) - Initial Velocity (u) 

 

The S.I unit for change in velocity is m/s or ms-1  
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Example 4 
A car starts from rest and it accelerates to 10ms-1. Calculate the change in Velocity. 

u=0ms-1 v =10ms-1 

Change in velocity = v – u =10-0 =10ms-1. 

 

Note: The Velocity to which a body is accelerated becomes the final velocity for that given time interval. 
From the definition of acceleration, 
 

Acceleration =
change in velocity

time taken
.                 

 

The SI unit' of acceleration is m/s2 or ms-2 

a= 
v −u

t
.                      

OR      
v = u + at.  
This is called the first equation of motion  
 

Example 5 
A body starts from rest and accelerated uniformly at 2ms-2 for 3s. Calculate the final Velocity. 
Solution 
v = u +at 
   = 0 + 2 x 3 
   6 m/s 
 
Example 5 
A body travelling at 10ms-1 is accelerated uniformly for 3 second 5ms-2. Calculate the Velocity at the end 
of 5 seconds.  
Solution 
v = u +at 
   = 10 + 3 x 5 
   = 25 m/s 
 

Average Velocity 

Average velocity = 
𝐅𝐢𝐧𝐚𝐥 𝐯𝐞𝐥𝐨𝐜𝐢𝐭𝐲+𝐢𝐧𝐢𝐭𝐢𝐚 𝐯𝐞𝐥𝐨𝐜𝐢𝐭𝐲

𝟐
 

 But v = u +at  
 

Average velocity= 
u+at+u

2
 

 

Average velocity= 
2u+at

2
 = 

2u

2
 + 

at

2
 

 
Average velocity= u + ½ at  
The S.I unit is ms-1. 
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Example 5 
A body travelling at 20ms-1 is accelerated for 4s at 5ms-2.Calculatethe average velocity, 
 
Solution 
u=20ms-1, a=5ms-2 
 
Average velocity=u + ½ at       
    =20 + (½ x5x4)                                

                = 30ms-1 

 
NB: A decelerating body has a negative acceleration since velocity is decreasing. 

 

Example 6 
A car travelling at 90Km/h is uniformly brought to rest in 40 seconds. Calculate the acceleration.  

u = 90kmh-1 to ms-1   
 

1kmh-1 = 
𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎

𝟑𝟔𝟎𝟎
  

 

90kmh-1 = 
𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎

𝟑𝟔𝟎𝟎
  x 90 = 25ms-1 

 
From, v = u + at 
 
           0=25 + 40a  
a = -625ms-2 (negative sign means deceleration) 
 

Displacement: “s” is length moved in specified direction. 

Displacement, s = Average velocity x time taken  

But average velocity = u + ½at  

s = (u + ½at) x t  

s= ut + ½at2: This is the 2nd equation of motion  

 

This equation is mainly used when the question involves distance and time  

 

Example 7 
A body starts from rest and accelerates uniformly for 3s at 2m/s2. Calculate the total distance covered  

From, s = ut + ½ at2 

u = 0, a = 2ms-2, t = 3s 

s = 0 x 3 +1/2 x 2 x 3 x 3 

 

Calculations involving deceleration  

When calculating problem involving deceleration: it should be remembered that the value of “a” should 

be negative  
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Example 8 
A body moving at 40ms-1 decelerates uniformly for 20s at 3ms-2. Calculate distance covered  

u = 0ms-1, a = 3ms-1, t= 20s     

s = ut + ½ at2 

   = 40 x 20 - ½ x 3 x 20 x 20  

   = 800 – 600  

   = 200 

 

Example 9 
A car traveling at 40ms-1 is uniformly decelerated to 25ms-1 for 5s. Calculate the total distance covered.  

Solution 

u = 40ms-1, v = 25ms-1, t = 5s   

From v = u + at 

25 = 40 + (a x5)  

 25 = 40 + 5a  

  a = 3m/s2 

s = 4t + ½ at  

   = 40 x 5 + ½ x – 3 x 5 x5  

   = 200 – 37.5  

   = 162.5M  

 

Third equation of motion  

v2 = u2 + 2as  

This equation is applied when time is not given and not required  

 
Example 10 
Calculate the final (maximum) velocity of a body travelling at 4ms-1 when it accelerates at 2ms-2 and 

covers a distance of 5m. 

Solution  

u = 4ms-1, a = 2ms-2, s = 5m 

v2 = u2 + 2as 

v2 = 42 + 2 x2x5  

      = √36 

      =  6m/s  

 

Example 11 
A body travelling at 90kmh-1 is retarded to rest at 20ms22. Calculate the distance covered.  

 

Solution 

u = 90kmh-1 to ms-1       

1kmh-1 = 
1000

3600
 ms-1 
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∴ 90kmh-1 = 90 𝑥 
1000

3600
 = 25ms-1 

 V2 = u2 2as 

 02 = 252 + 2 x -20 x s 

 s = 15.625  

 

Uniform velocity  

Is when the rate of change of displacement is constant.  

Or  

Uniform velocity is when displacement divided by time taken is constant  

The S.I unit is ms-1. 

 

When a body moves with uniform velocity, initial velocity (u) must be equal to final velocity i.e., V = u.  

For instance, a car travelling with uniform velocity of 20ms-1 has u = 20ms-1  

When a body moves with uniform velocity, its acceleration is 0 i.e. a=0  

 

Example 12 

A car travelling with a uniform velocity of 20ms-1 for 6s. Calculate its acceleration. 

Solution  

u = 20ms-1, t = 6s 

v = u + at      

20 = 20 + a x 6  

a = 0 

 

From the above example, it’s noted that for a body moving with uniform velocity, its acceleration is 0 

because the change in velocity becomes 0 as initial velocity is equal to final velocity.  

 

Graphical presentation of uniform velocity  

Uniform velocity can be represented on a 2 types of graphs  

(i) Velocity against time graph  

(ii) Distance  against time  

 

Velocity against time graph  

 
 

Note: when a body maintains the same speed, it implies that it moves with uniform velocity.  
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Example 13 

A car starts from rest and it accelerates uniformly for 5s at a rate of 4ms-2. Calculate the final velocity. 

Solution 

u=0ms-1, t=5s,  a=5ms-2,               v=? 

v=u + at 

   = 0+4 x 5 

   =20ms-1 

The car then maintains the maximum speed for 6s. This implies that the maximum velocity of 20ms-1 

becomes the uniform velocity for the 6s. 

 

A distance time graph to for uniform velocity  

  
 

Uniform acceleration 

Uniform acceleration is when the rate of change in velocity with time is constant. 

OR 

Uniform acceleration is when the; change in velocity divided by time is constant. 

When a body moves with uniform acceleration, the final velocity is not equal to initial velocity. 

Uniform acceleration can be represented on velocity against time. 

 

A velocity time graph for uniform acceleration 

 
 

Example 14 
A cyclist starts from rest and accelerates uniformly at 1m/s2 for 20s. 

Then maintains the maximum speed so reached for 1 minute and finally decelerates to rest uniformly 

for 10s. Draw a velocity against time graph for the motion of the body. 

 

Solution 

Stage1                                    Stage 2                              Stage3 

t=20s                                       t=1min                              t=10s   

u=0m/s                                   1min=60s                           u=20m/s 
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a=1m/s2                                                     u =20m/s                            v=0m/s    

v=???                                      v=20M/S  

v=u+at 

v=0+1 x20 

v=20m/s 

 

 

A velocity against time graph 

 

 
 

Example15 

Use the graph below to calculate the total distance covered. 

 

 
Total distance= Area( C+B+S) 

                         = 
1

2
× bh +lw +

1

2
× bh 

                         = 
1

2
× 5 x 50 +50 x 10 +

1

2
× 6 x 50 

                         =125+500+150 

                         =775m 

 

Falling bodies 
In a vacuum all bodies fall at the same rate. However in atmosphere different bodies fall at different 
rate because the air resistance is greater to light 
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Difference between acceleration and velocity 

Velocity Acceleration 

(i) S.I unit is ms-1  

(ii) Is the rate of 
change of 
displacement 

 

(i) SI unit is ms-2  

(ii) Is the rate of change of 
velocity with time 

 

 
 

Acceleration due to gravity 
Acceleration due to gravity is the rate change in velocity with time for a body falling freely under the 
force of gravity. 

Or Acceleration due to gravity = 
change in velocity

time taken
 

 
Experiment to measure acceleration due to gravity 

 
Procedure 

- Switch is in position A, the electromagnet holds up the small steel ball.  
 

- The switch is moved quickly to B; the electromagnet releases; the steel ball and the clock starts 
timing.   
 

- When the ball hits the trap door,  the circuit is disconnected and the stop clock stops 
 

Given that the distance moved is, s, and time taken is t the 

s = 
1

2
𝑔𝑡2 

g = 
2𝑠

𝑡2 
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Example16 

A small iron ball dropped from the top of a vertical cliff takes 2.5seconds to reach the bottom of the 

cliff. Find 

(i) the speed with which it strikes the bottom. 

 From V = u + gt 

 V = 0 + 10 x 2.5 = 25ms-1 

(ii) the height of the cliff 

 From v2 = u2 + 2gs 

 s = 
252

2 𝑥 10
 = 31.25m 
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Exercise 

Objective questions 

1. A car starts from rest and accelerates uniformly at the rate of 2ms-2 for ¼ of a minute. Find the 

velocity of the car after this time. 

A. 0.5ms-1 B. 12ms-1 C. 15ms-1 D. 30ms-1 

2. Which of the following displacement time graphs shows a car moving away from traffic lights at 

a steady speed 

 

3. The figure below shows a velocity-time graph for a moving body.  

 
Which of the following statements is true about the motion of the body?  

A. Velocity of the body is constant between O and A 

B. Velocity of the body is constant between A  and B 

C. The body is accelerating between A and B 

D. The body is stationary between A and B 

4. Which of the following sketches represents uniform acceleration?  
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5. The gradient of a velocity-time graph represents the 

A. Speed of the body 

B. Velocity of the body 

C. Acceleration 

D. Distance covered by the body 

6. A body moves with a uniform acceleration of P ms-2. If its initial velocity is X ms-1 and it travels 

for t s to attain a final velocity of y ms-1; find the value of P in terms of X, y and t. 

E. X + yt B. 
𝑦−𝑋

𝑡
  C. 

𝑦+𝑋

𝑡
  D. y + Xt 

7. A body moves with uniform acceleration if 

A. Its momentum remains constant 

B. It covers equal distances in equal times 

C. The velocity changes by equal amounts in equal times 

D. The force on the body is zero 

8. Which of the following statement is true when a stone of mass 2kg and that of 1kg are released 

from the same point at the same time 

A. Both masses will hit the ground at the same time 

B. The 2kgmass will hit the ground first 

C. The 1kg mass will hit the ground first 

D. They fall with different speeds 

9. A straight line through the origin of velocity time graph shows that the 

A. Velocity is uniform 

B. Distance is increasingly uniform 

C. Acceleration is uniform 

D. Motion is retardation 

10. The velocity time graph in the figure above shows the motion of an object moving with 

 

A. Decreasing acceleration 

B. A constant acceleration 

C. An increasing acceleration 

D. Constant velocity 

11. A car accelerates from 4.0ms-1 to 20 ms-1 in 8.0s. How far does t travel in this time? 

A. 32 m B. 96m  C. 128m D. 160m 
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12. A ball falls from rest through a height of 9.5cm in 0.45s. the acceleration due to gravity is 

A. 
92.5

0.452 𝑥 100
𝑚𝑠−2 B. 

2 𝑥 92.5

0.452 𝑥 100
𝑚𝑠−2 C. 

0.452 𝑥 100

92.5
𝑚𝑠−2 D. 

0.452 𝑥 100

92.5 𝑥 2
𝑚𝑠−2 

13. A body of mass 10kg accelerates uniformly from rest to a velocity of 20ms-1 in 5s. Find the force 

acting on it. 

A. 2.5N  B. 4N  C. 10N  D. 40N 

14. A stone is thrown vertically upwards. At the highest point , the stone 

A.  A.  has maximum velocity   

B.  B.  is starting to move downwards with no acceleration  

C.  C.  is starting to move downwards with maximum velocity   

D.   D.  has zero speed 

15.  

 

The diagram shows the distance/time graph of a stone thrown vertically upwards. At which one 

of the following points P,Q,R or S is the velocity greatest? 

A. P    B. Q     C.  R    D.  S 

16.  

 

Use the velocity-time graph in the figure to find the distance over which there is deceleration. 

A. 4m  B.  6m    C.  8m   D.  10m 

17. A car is uniformly accelerated from rest and after 10s acquires a speed of 20ms-1. How far does 

it move during the eleventh second? 

A.  20m  B.  21m    C.  100m   D.  121m 
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18. The graph in figure 1 describes the motion of particle. Between which points is the particle at 

rest? 

 

A.  O and P.   B.  P and Q. C.  Q and R. D.  R and S. 

19. A tape is pulled through a ticker-timer which has a frequency of 50Hz. If the distance between 

successive dots is 2cm, calculate the speed of the body 

A.  0.01cm s-1   B. 50cms-1  C. 100cms-1   D.  250cms-1 

 

 

Structured 

1. (a) What do you understand by the following terms as applied to motion 

(i) Uniform velocity 

(ii) Uniform acceleration 

(a) The table below shows the variation of velocity with time for a body which has been thrown 

vertically upwards from the surface of the planet. 

Velocity  

(ms-1) 

8 6 4 2 0 -2 

Time (s) 0 1 2 3 4 5 

 

(i) What does the negative velocity mean? 

(ii) Plot a graph of velocity against time 

(iii) Use the graph in (b)(i) to find the acceleration due to gravity on the planet 

(iv) If the body weighs 34N on earth, what is the planet? 

2.  (a) What is uniform acceleration? 

(b) A car travelling at 20ms-1 is accelerated for 10s at 2ms-2. Calculates the total distance covered 

during this time 

 

3. (a) Define displacement. 

(c) Two vehicles A and B accelerate uniformly from rest. Vehicle A attains maximum velocity of 

30ms-1 in 10s while vehicle B attains a maximum velocity of 40ms-1 in the same time. Both 
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vehicles maintain these velocities for 6seconds. They then decorate such that A comes to rest 

after 6 seconds, while B comes to rest after 4s. 

(i) Sketch on the same axes a velocity time graph of the vehicles 

(ii) Calculate the velocity of each vehicle 18 seconds after the start. 

(iii) How far will the two vehicles be from one another during this moment in (b)(ii) 

above 

(d) Describe a simple experiment to measure acceleration due to gravity. 

4. (a) Define the following 

(i) Velocity 

(ii) Momentum 

(b) A small iron ball dropped from the top of a vertical cliff takes 2.5seconds to reach the bottom 

of the cliff. Find 

(i) the speed with which it strikes the bottom. 

(ii) the height of the cliff 

(c ) Explain briefly why a person feels heavier than usual at the instant a lift starts accelerating 

upwards 

(e) A valve of a cylinder containing 12 kg of compressed gas is opened and the cylinder empties in 

90 seconds. If the gas flows out of the nozzle at an average speed of 25ms-1, find the average 

force exerted on the cylinder 

5. (a) What is uniform velocity? (01mark) 

(b) A car travelling with uniform velocity if 25ms-1 for 5s brakes and then comes to rest under a 

uniform deceleration in 8s 

(i) Sketch a velocity-time graph of the motion. (01mark) 

(ii) Find the total distance travelled. (02marks) 

6. (a) The graph below represents variation of velocity with time of two athletes A and B 

 
(i) Describe the motion of A and B (05marks) 

(ii) What distance was covered by B in 50s 
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(b) A stone of mass 100g is thrown vertically upward with a force of 5N. What is the initial 

acceleration 

7. Two steel balls A and B of masses 2kg and 1kg are released from rest at the same time from 

heights of 20m and 5m respectively. Find the difference in the time taken for A and B to strike 

the ground. 

8. (a) Define velocity. 

(b) the figure below shows a paper pulled at constant speed through a ticker timer vibrating at a 

frequency of 40Hz. 

 
Calculate the speed of the tape 

9. An object is released from rest at a height of 20 m above the ground. 

(i)  describe the energy changes which take place. 

(ii)  Calculate the speed with which the object hits ground. 
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Answers 

Objective 

1. A car starts from rest and accelerates uniformly at the rate of 2ms-2 for ¼ of a minute. Find the 

velocity of the car after this time. 

B. 0.5ms-1 B. 12ms-1 C. 15ms-1 D. 30ms-1 

From V = u + at 

               = 0 + 2 x 15  

              = 30ms-1 

2. Which of the following displacement time graphs shows a car moving away from traffic lights at 

a steady speed 

 

Answer is C 

3. The figure below shows a velocity-time graph for a moving body.  

 
Which of the following statements is true about the motion of the body?  

A. Velocity of the body is constant between O and A 

B. Velocity of the body is constant between A  and B 

C. The body is accelerating between A and B 

D. The body is stationary between A and B 

Answer is B` 
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4. Which of the following sketches represents uniform acceleration?  

 
Answer is D 

5. The gradient of a velocity-time graph represents the 

A. Speed of the body 

B. Velocity of the body 

C. Acceleration 

D. Distance covered by the body 

Answer is C 

 

6. A body moves with a uniform acceleration of P ms-2. If its initial velocity is X ms-1 and it travels 

for t s to attain a final velocity of y ms-1; find the value of P in terms of X, y and t. 

A. X + yt B. 
𝑦−𝑋

𝑡
  C. 

𝑦+𝑋

𝑡
  D. y + Xt 

Answer is B 

7. A body moves with uniform acceleration if 

A. Its momentum remains constant 

B. It covers equal distances in equal times 

C. The velocity changes by equal amounts in equal times 

D. The force on the body is zero 

Answer is C 

8. Which of the following statement is true when a stone of mass 2kg and that of 1kg are released 

from the same point at the same time 

A. Both masses will hit the ground at the same time 

B. The 2kgmass will hit the ground first 

C. The 1kg mass will hit the ground first 

D. They fall with different speeds 

Answer is A 

9. A straight line through the origin of velocity time graph shows that the 

A. Velocity is uniform 

B. Distance is increasingly uniform 

C. Acceleration is uniform 

D. Motion is retardation 

Answer is C 

10. The velocity time graph in the figure above shows the motion of an object moving with 
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A. Decreasing acceleration 

B. A constant acceleration 

C. An increasing acceleration 

D. Constant velocity 

Answer is B 

11. A car accelerates from 4.0ms-1 to 20 ms-1 in 8.0s. How far does t travel in this time? 

B. 32 m B. 96m  C. 128m D. 160m 

Solution 

a  = 
𝑣−𝑢

𝑡
=  

20−4

8
 2𝑚𝑠−2 

From s = ut + ½ at2 

s = 4 x 8 + ½ x 2 x 82 

   = 96m 

12. A ball falls from rest through a height of 9.5cm in 0.45s. the acceleration due to gravity is 

A. 
92.5

0.452 𝑥 100
𝑚𝑠−2 B. 

2 𝑥 92.5

0.452 𝑥 100
𝑚𝑠−2 C. 

0.452 𝑥 100

92.5
𝑚𝑠−2 D. 

0.452 𝑥 100

92.5 𝑥 2
𝑚𝑠−2 

Solution 

From s = ut + ½ gt2 

     
92.5

100
=  

1

2
𝑥 𝑔 𝑥 0.452 

 g = 
2 𝑥 92.5

0.452 𝑥 100
𝑚𝑠−2 

13. A body of mass 10kg accelerates uniformly from rest to a velocity of 20ms-1 in 5s. Find the force 

acting on it. 

A. 2.5N  B. 4N  C. 10N  D. 40N 

 

F = 
𝑀(𝑉−𝑈)

𝑡
=  

10(20−0)

5
= 40𝑁 

14. A stone is thrown vertically upwards. At the highest point , the stone 

 A.  has maximum velocity   

 B.  is starting to move downwards with no acceleration  

 C.  is starting to move downwards with maximum velocity   

D. has zero speed 

15.  
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The diagram shows the distance/time graph of a stone thrown vertically upwards. At which one 

of the following points P,Q,R or S is the velocity greatest? 

A. P    B. Q     C.  R    D.  S 

16. 16. 

 

Use the velocity-time graph in the figure to find the distance over which there is deceleration. 

A. 4m  B.  6m    C.  8m   D.  10m 

Solution 

Distance = 
1

2
𝑏ℎ =  

1

2 
 𝑥 (7 − 4)𝑥 4 = 6m 

17. A car is uniformly accelerated from rest and after 10s acquires a speed of 20ms-1. How far does 

it move during the eleventh second? 

A.  20m  B.  21m    C.  100m   D.  121m 

Solution 

From v = at 

         20 = a x 10 

         a = 2 

s = ut + ½ at2 

   = 20 x1 + ½ x 2 x 12 = 21 
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18.  The graph in figure 1 describes the motion of particle. Between which points is the particle at 

rest? 

 

A.  O and P.   B.  P and Q. C.  Q and R. D.  R and S. 

19. A tape is pulled through a ticker-timer which has a frequency of 50Hz. If the distance between 

successive dots is 2cm, calculate the speed of the body 

B.  0.01cm s-1   B. 50cms-1  C. 100cms-1   D.  250cms-1 

Solution 

Time taken between two successive dots = 
1

50
𝑠 

Speed = 
𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒

𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 
=  

2
1

50

 = 100cms-1 

 

 

 

 

 

Answers to structured questions 

1. (a) (i)uniform velocity is the constant rate of change of displacement  

     (ii) Uniform acceleration is a constant rate of change of velocity. 

(b) (i) Negative means that the velocity reversed after the body reached the maximum height 

and it was falling 

  (ii)  
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(iii) Acceleration due to gravity = slope of the graph  = 
6−0

0−3
 = 2ms-2 

(iv) Mass of the body = 
𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡

𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑑𝑢𝑒 𝑡𝑜 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦
=  

34

10
 = 3.4kg 

Weight on the planet = mass x acceleration due to gravity 

                                       = 3.4 x 2 = 6.8N 

2. (a) What is uniform acceleration? 

     Uniform velocity is a constant rate of change of displacement 

(b) A car travelling at 20ms-1 is accelerated for 10s at 2ms-2. Calculates the total distance 

covered during this time 

       Using s = ut + ½ at2 

    Distance = 20 x 10 + ½ x 2 x 102 = 300m 

3. (a) Define displacement. 

Displacement is the distance moved in specified direction 

(b) Two vehicles A and B accelerate uniformly from rest. Vehicle A attains maximum velocity of 

30ms-1 in 10s while vehicle B attains a maximum velocity of 40ms-1 in the same time. Both 

vehicles maintain these velocities for 6seconds. They then decorate such that A comes to 

rest after 6 seconds, while B comes to rest after 4s. 

(i) Sketch on the same axes a velocity time graph of the vehicles 

 
(ii) Calculate the velocity of each vehicle 18 seconds after the start. 

Acceleration = 
𝑉−𝑈

𝑡
=  

0−30

6
 = -5ms-2 
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For A 

From  v = u + at 

           v = 30 – 5 x 2 = 20ms-1 

For B 

a  = 
0−40

4
 = -10ms-2 

V = 40 – 10 x 2  = 20ms-1 

(iii) How far will the two vehicles be from one another during this moment in (b)(ii) 

above 

Distance moved by A after 18 seconds 

a = 
30−0

10
 = 3ms-2 

distance = (0 +  
1

2
 𝑥 3 𝑥 102) + (30 𝑥 6) + (30 𝑥 2 −  

1

2
 𝑥 5 𝑥 22)  

                = 150 + 180 + 50 

                = 380m 

Distance moved by B after 18 seconds 

a = 
40−0

10
 = 4ms-2 

distance = (0 +  
1

2
 𝑥 4 𝑥 102) + (40 𝑥 6) + (40 𝑥 2 −  

1

2
 𝑥10 𝑥 22)  

                = 200 + 240 + 60 

                = 500m 

Distance apart = 500 – 380 =120m 

 

(c) Describe a simple experiment to measure acceleration due to gravity. 

- Displace a clamped pendulum bob attached to a thread of length, L through a small angle 

and release it. 

- Determine time, t, for 20 oscillations and find period T. 

- Record the length of the thread, L, time t, and period, T 

- Tabulate the results including values of T2. 

- Plot a graph of T2 against L. 

- Find the slope, S, of the graph 

- g = 
4𝜋2

𝑆
 

Method B 

Experiment to measure acceleration due to gravity 
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Procedure 

- Switch is in position A, the electromagnet holds up the small steel ball.  
 

- The switch is moved quickly to B; the electromagnet releases; the steel ball and the clock starts 
timing.  
 

- When the ball hits the trap door,  the circuit is disconnected and the stop clock stops 
 

Given that the distance moved is, s, and time taken is t the 

s = 
1

2
𝑔𝑡2 

g = 
2𝑠

𝑡2 

 

4.  (a ) Define the following 

(i) Velocity 

Velocity is the rate of change of displacement with time or displacement per unit time 

(ii) Momentum 

Momentum is mass times velocity 

(b) A small iron ball dropped from the top of a vertical cliff takes 2.5seconds to reach the bottom 

of the cliff. Find 

(i) the speed with which it strikes the bottom. 

 From V = u + at 

 V = 0 + 10 x 2.5 = 25ms-1 
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(ii) the height of the cliff 

 From v2 = u2 + 2as 

 s = 
252

2 𝑥 10
 = 31.25m 

 

(c ) Explain briefly why a person feels heavier than usual at the instant a lift starts accelerating 

upwards 

The force of the person to the floor of the lift will be weight + force due to acceleration 

i.e Force = mg + ma  

(d) A valve of a cylinder containing 12 kg of compressed gas is opened and the cylinder empties in 

90 seconds. If the gas flows out of the nozzle at an average speed of 25ms-1, find the average 

force exerted on the cylinder. 

F = M 
(𝑉−𝑈)

𝑡
 

    = 12 (
25−0

90
)  

    = 3.3N 

5. (a) What is uniform velocity? (01mark) 

     It is the constant rate of change of displacement. 

(b) A car travelling with uniform velocity if 25ms-1 for 5s brakes and then comes to rest under a 

uniform deceleration in 8s 

(i) Sketch a velocity-time graph of the motion. (01mark) 

 
(ii) Find the total distance travelled. (02marks) 

    Total distance = area under the graph 

                             = L x b + ½ bh 

                             = 25 x 5 + ½ x 8 x 25 

                             = 225m 

6. (a) The graph below represents variation of velocity with time of two athletes A and B 
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(i) Describe the motion of A and B (05marks) 

- Initially the velocity of A was 0ms-1, it increased to 8ms-1 in 30seconds and finally reduced 

to 0ms-1 in 20 seconds 

- Initially the velocity of B was 0ms-1, it increase to 10ms-1 in 30s and remained constant for 

the next 20s 

(ii) What distance was covered by B in 50s 

The distance covered by B is the area under the graph = ½ x 30 x 10 + 20 x 10     = 350m 

(b) A stone of mass 100g is thrown vertically upward with a force of 5N. What is the initial 

acceleration? 

 Mass = 100g = 0.1kg 

 Weight = 0.1 x 10 = 1N 

 Resultant force = 5 – 1= 4N 

 From F = ma 

               4N = 0.1a 

  a = 40ms-2 

7. Two steel balls A and B of masses 2kg and 1kg are released from rest at the same time from 

heights of 20m and 5m respectively. Find the difference in the time taken for A and B to strike 

the ground. 

From s = ut + ½ at2 

For A 

20 = ½ x 10 x t2 

t = 2s 

For B 

5 = ½ x 10 x t2 

t = 1s 

difference in time = 2 – 1 = 1s 
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8. (a) Define velocity. 

It is the rate of change of displacement 

(b) the figure below shows a paper pulled at constant speed through a ticker timer vibrating at a 

frequency of 40Hz. 

 
Calculate the speed of the tape. 

Time, t, foe distance between two dots = 
1

𝑓
=  

1

40
= 0.0025𝑠 

Time for 9spaces =0.0025 x 9 =0.225s 

Speed = 
𝐷

𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
=  

12

0.225
= 533𝑐𝑚𝑠−1 

9. An object is released from rest at a height of 20 m above the ground. 

(i)  describe the energy changes which take place. 

 Potential energy → kinetic energy → heat + sound 

(ii) Calculate the speed with which the object hits ground. 

v2=u2 + 2as 

    = 02 + 2 x 10 x 20  

    = 400 

v = √400 = 20ms-1
 

 


